
Mathematis 375 { Probability and Statistis 1Disussion 4 { Using the Standard Normal TableOtober 26, 2005BakgroundRight-hand tail probabilities for a standard normal random variable (i.e. normaldistribution with � = 0, � = 1) are given in the tables printed inside the front over andon page 792 of the text. If Y is normal with mean � and standard deviation �, thenZ = Y � ��is standard normal, and the table an be applied to Z. In today's disussion, you willpratie using the table to answer questions about normally distributed quantities.Disussion QuestionsA) Let Z be a standard normal.1) Find P (�2:13 < Z < �0:56).2) Find  suh that P (Z > ) = :053) Find  suh that P (jZj < ) = :75.B) Y is normally distributed with mean 6 and variane 16. Find1) P (Y < 7).2) P (5 < Y � 8).3) P (jY � 4j < 1).C) SlimMints are sold in two-paks with a stated label weight of 20.4 grams. The atualweights of the pakages are normally distributed with mean � = 21:37 and variane �2 =:16.1) Let Y be the weight of a single pakage seleted at random from the prodution line.What is the probability P (Y > 22:07)?2) Suppose that 15 pakages are seleted independently. Let X be the number that weighless than 21 grams. What is the probability P (X � 2).3) In order to ut osts, the manufaturer of SlimMints wants to hange the produtionproess to redue the atual mean weight �, while keeping the same 20.4 gram statedlabel weight. Market researh �nds that ustomers will not notie this if the atualweight of a pakage is less than the stated label weight no more than 20% of the time.What is the lowest value of � for whih P (Y < 20:4) � :20?AssignmentGroup writeups due at end of lass. 1


